Dear Sirs!

ARTWELL is the leader in system integration, IT, development, PR, creative design, creating websites and portals.

**Awards and achievements:**

- 1st place in the Sales leader Bitrix rating June 2015;
- 1st place in the rating of the websites/portals developers by CMS Magazine ([http://www.cmsmagazine.ru/creators/](http://www.cmsmagazine.ru/creators/));
- Golden Site Award received for the portal of Ministry of Construction Industry, Housing and Utilities Sector of the Russian Federation;
- The TOP of the largest IT companies in Russia and Kazakhstan by Expert RA, CNews and TAdvisor;
- TOP-5 of the PRAR rating in the "Creative Web-design" sector by AllAdvertising.ru;
- TOP-10 of the PRAR rating in the "Internet technologies" sector by AllAdvertising.ru;
- TOP-15 of the PRAR rating "Internet advertising" sector by AllAdvertising.ru;
- 33% of the best portals Federal Bodies of Executive Power and city portals of the Russian Federation was created by ARTWELL (according to Gosmonitor rating 2014);
- In 2013 and 2014 the open data portal of the Tula region is recognized as the best by The Open Government at the Federal level in Russia;
- 11th place in the Largest System Integrators list in Russia by Tagline Agency;
- 17th place in the best Digital Production companies by Tagline Agency;
- The winner in the nomination "Opening of Year" by Tagline Agency;
- ARTWELL was listed in the ratings of Ruward and Factus agencies, in the Golden hundred of Russia’s DIGITAL and many others.

The company has a staff of over 130 employees and 350 freelancers. The company’s turnover is 400 000 000 rub. We have our own development center and its own resources to solve any problems. We have created an information system that uses over 70 000 000 persons every year, every second citizen of the Russian Federation used one of our works in the public sector and medium-large business.

**Clients:**

- Министерство России
- Федеральная Антинаркотическая Служба
- Ростехнадзор
- Федеральная служба по труду и занятости РФ
- Минкомсвязь России
- Федеральная служба по финансовому мониторингу
- Министерство здравоохранения Российской Федерации
- Министерство сельского хозяйства РФ
- Росприроднадзор
- Федеральная служба государственной статистики

- Creation information systems, databases
- Website Development
- PR information support
Creation information systems, databases  
Website Development  
PR, information support
Brochure about us: [http://www.artwell.ru/upload/Brochure_Artwell_GOS.pdf](http://www.artwell.ru/upload/Brochure_Artwell_GOS.pdf)


Customer reviews: [http://www.artwell.ru/reviews/](http://www.artwell.ru/reviews/)

Our awards: [http://www.artwell.ru/about/awards/](http://www.artwell.ru/about/awards/)

Activities:

- Development of distributed highload information systems: Federal state statistics service, the average number of visitors 100 000 – 150 000 people a day, the Ministry of Justice up to 100,000 people a day, elections in the Moscow region – more than 1 000 000 people on the day of elections called for stably operating an online resource and many others.

- PHP programming, PHP frameworks containing: websites, portals, aggregators, monitoring program, open data, interactive maps, tourism, GIS, monitoring systems, situational centers, mobile applications, CRM, document management, urban portals, navigation centers, distance learning, social networking, solutions for energy, ERP and any other programming tasks.

- Media monitoring (Russia and worldwide). Processing massive amounts of data in real-time. We analyze the information field of each country.

- 1C - programming, consulting, budget, the monitoring of delivery of methodological support, automation of plants, workflow.

- Development of information systems: automation of FEA, monitoring t/c, arrival forecast t/c to a stop, the control of execution of public tasks, public control over execution of orders of the Governor, the treatment of citizens, ratings, rankings, GIS FGIS, etc.

- SEO, SMM, SMO promotion. PR – support. Holding contests and events.

- Solutions together with our partners: combining the strengths of each system integrators under our control implement sophisticated custom solutions.

Sincerely,

General Director of LLC “ARTWELL”

Nikolay Apurin